
Math 2030

Final Exam Outline

Thursday June 26
6pm to 9pm

Location: LSC 206

Topics

• Lecture 8: Basis, standard basis vectors of R
n, example of arguing one span is contained in

another, computing basis of a row space, computing basis of a column space, computing basis
of null space, dimension, uniqueness of size of bases for a given vector space, rank = dim col
space = dim row space, rank of A equals rank A transposed, nullity, rank theorem, examples
of computing nullity, invertible matrix theorem part two, vectors are uniquely represented by
linear combinations of a basis.

• Lecture 9: Functions, domain, codomain, image, injective, surjective, bijective. Know the
definitions, but you do not have to know the results about sizes of sets.

• Lecture 10: Linear transformations, standard matrix, linear transformatios of linear combina-
tions, constructing a linear transformation knowing the images of the standard basis vectors,
all linear transformations come from matrices, composition, kernel, kernels of a transformation
are the null space of the standard matrix, image of a linear transformation, images of a linear
transformation is the column span of the standard matrix, inverse of a linear transformation,
there are no invertible linear transformations from R

n → R
m (with n 6= m), invertible trans-

formations and injectivity and surjectivity, non-standard matrices of linear transformations,
changing coordinates of linear transformations.

• Lecture 11: Determinants, singular matrices, minors, cofactors, cofactor expansion (Laplace
expansion), properties of determinants, determinants and elementary matrices, A invertible if
and only if A non-singular, det(AB) = det(A) det(B) (and other properties), Cramer’s rule,
adjoints, computing inverses by adjoints.

• Lecture 12: Eigenvectors, eigenvalues, characteristic polynomial, algebraic multiplicity, geo-
metric multiplicity, eigenspaces, similar matrices, diagonalization.

Test Outline

This list of questions is less exact than for the previous tests. It’s important to understand the
material in addition to knowing how to perform the basic procedures.

• True and false questions.
• Short answer questions.
• Questions similar to those on the previous tests: solve a system of linear equations, determine if

a vector is in a span, determine if a set of vectors are linearly independent, find an LU or PT LU

factorization, write an invertible matrix as a product of elementary matrices, applications,
compute rank/nullity of a matrix, find the inverse of a matrix (2x2, elementary, or otherwise).

• Find the basis for a span of vectors (row space/column space). Find the basis for a nullspace
(equivalently kernel).

• Prove that a set of vectors is a subspace.
• Prove a function is a linear transformation.
• Write a vector in the coordinates of another basis.
• Compute a determinant using cofactor expansion, or other properties of determinants.
• State definitions: linear transformation, linearly independent, invertible, rank, kernel/nullspace,

image, subspace, REF, RREF, eigenvector, eigenvalue.


